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Advances in Applied Mechanical Engineering Jul 28 2019 This book presents select
peer reviewed proceedings of the International Conference on Applied Mechanical
Engineering Research (ICAMER 2019). The books examines various areas of mechanical
engineering namely design, thermal, materials, manufacturing and industrial engineering
covering topics like FEA, optimization, vibrations, condition monitoring, tribology, CFD, IC

engines, turbo-machines, automobiles, manufacturing processes, machining, CAM, additive
manufacturing, modelling and simulation of manufacturing processing, optimization of
manufacturing processing, supply chain management, and operations management. In
addition, recent studies on composite materials, materials characterization, fracture and
fatigue, advanced materials, energy storage, green building, phase change materials and
structural change monitoring are also covered. Given the contents, this book will be useful
for students, researchers and professionals working in mechanical engineering and allied
fields.
Introduction to Pharmaceutical Analysis Nov 04 2022 The content of the book,
Introduction to Pharmaceutical Analysis, has been prepared primarily in accordance to the
syllabus prepared by the Pharmacy Council of India for B. Pharm 1st semester course.
However, the content of the book is not limited to the syllabus only, it provides the
information which are bare necessary to understand a particular concept but beyond the
syllabus. Moreover, there are two Appendices, Appendix I and II at the end. These are
equally important and need to be known. One is Test solutions and the other one is for
Volumetric solutions. In fact, many students do not know the difference between these
solutions that are essential for analysis. How to prepare all these solutions are mentioned
there. Hence, the book would be a real helpful to all those who are associated to
pharmaceutical analysis, may be during their post-graduation and during service
pharmaceutical industry.
Nation, Nationalism and the Public Sphere Dec 25 2021 From the shaping of identities and
belongings through to current reconfigurations of nation, governance and state under a
Hindu-Right dispensation, this book tracks the sentiments and structures that sustain the
nation and nationalism in India. Nation, Nationalism and the Public Sphere: Religious
Politics in India provides wide-ranging accounts of the growth and transformations of the
nation, focusing especially on the intimate interplay of nation-state and nationalism with
dominant religion. Drawing upon the perspectives of history, politics, anthropology,
literature, film and media studies, this book explores key themes such as the appropriation
and impact of western concepts of religion and the modern in postcolonial India and
Pakistan, corporate bids to foster faith by erecting temples, formations of contemporary
cosmopolitan religious imaginaries, the politics of cow protection, the rise of Narendra
Modi as a national hero, and the fetish of the national in news channel debates. The book
provides important insights into the success of the Hindu-Right, the discourse of
religious–cultural nationalism, and their ramifications for democracy and citizenship.
Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Microelectronics,
Computing and Communication Systems Jun 26 2019 This book presents high-quality
papers from the Fourth International Conference on Microelectronics, Computing &
Communication Systems (MCCS 2019). It discusses the latest technological trends and
advances in MEMS and nanoelectronics, wireless communication, optical communication,
instrumentation, signal processing, image processing, bioengineering, green energy,
hybrid vehicles, environmental science, weather forecasting, cloud computing, renewable
energy, RFID, CMOS sensors, actuators, transducers, telemetry systems, embedded
systems and sensor network applications. It includes papers based on original theoretical,
practical and experimental simulations, development, applications, measurements and
testing. The applications and solutions discussed here provide excellent reference material
for future product development.

Disha 365 Current Affairs Analysis Vol. 2 for UPSC IAS/ IPS Prelim & Main Exams
2020 Oct 30 2019
Problems Of Higher Education In India: An Approach To Structural Analysis And
Reorganization Jan 02 2020 Problems facing higher education in India are examined in
terms of systems analysis, structural changes, input-output ratios, and critical perspectives
of the system itself. Part I (Introduction and Present Position) provides an introduction to
the problems, information on the education commission, and planning in education. Part II
(Higher Education and Systems) examines the economics of education, systems analysis,
and structural changes and articulation. Part III (Structural Changes and Reorganization)
discusses: structural changes and reorganization; the need for community/junior colleges
in India; the open university; central responsibility; and the coordination of higher
education in a federal system. Several suggestions are offered such as: (1) the need for
clear definition of goals and purposes; (2) emphasis on the preservation of inherent quality
and diversity; (3) spread of community/junior colleges across the nation; (4) the
establishment of open universities; (5) advancement of social justice; (6) that associate in
arts degrees be made generally available after the two years of post-10-year school
education, to be followed by two- or three-year-degree courses in different faculties (a mix
of the U.S.S.R. and U.S. systems); and (7) that all postsecondary education be properly
coordinated and systematized. A listing of the universities in India are appended, and a
bibliography and index are provided. (LC)
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis in Management Aug 21 2021 Multi-criteria decision
making (MCDM) has been extensively used in diverse disciplines, with a variety of MCDM
techniques used to solve complex problems. A primary challenge faced by research
scholars is to decode these techniques using detailed step-by-step analysis with case
studies and data sets. The scope of such work would help decision makers to understand
the process of using MCDM techniques appropriately to solve complex issues without
making mistakes. Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis in Management provides innovative
insights into the rationale behind using MCDM techniques to solve decision-making
problems and provides comprehensive discussions on these techniques from their
inception, development, and growth to their advancements and applications. The content
within this publication examines hybrid multicriteria models, value theory, and data
envelopment. Ideal for researchers, management professionals, students, operations
scholars, and academicians, this scholarly work supports and enhances the decisionmaking process.
Financial Statement Analysis by Dr. Jitendra Sonar - (English) Apr 04 2020 An
excellent book for commerce students appearing in competitive, professional and other
examinations 1. Management Accounting : Meaning, Scope and Functions, 2. Accounting
Principles : Concepts and Conventions, 3. Financial Statements, 4. Analysis and
Interpretation of Financial Statements, 5. Ratio Analysis, 6. Fund Flow Analysis, 7. Cash
Flow Statement, 8. Break-Even Point or Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis, 9. Business
Budgeting, 10. Budgetary Control, 11. Standard Costing and Cost Variance Analysis, 12.
Responsibility Accounting, 13. Differential Cost Analysis, 14. Marginal Costing and
Absorption Costing, 15. Decision Accounting and Marginal Costing System.
Principles of Quantum Mechanics Oct 23 2021 R. Shankar has introduced major
additions and updated key presentations in this second edition of Principles of Quantum
Mechanics. New features of this innovative text include an entirely rewritten mathematical

introduction, a discussion of Time-reversal invariance, and extensive coverage of a variety
of path integrals and their applications. Additional highlights include: - Clear, accessible
treatment of underlying mathematics - A review of Newtonian, Lagrangian, and
Hamiltonian mechanics - Student understanding of quantum theory is enhanced by
separate treatment of mathematical theorems and physical postulates - Unsurpassed
coverage of path integrals and their relevance in contemporary physics The requisite text
for advanced undergraduate- and graduate-level students, Principles of Quantum
Mechanics, Second Edition is fully referenced and is supported by many exercises and
solutions. The book’s self-contained chapters also make it suitable for independent study as
well as for courses in applied disciplines.
Indian Sun Oct 03 2022 A Times, Spectator, TLS and BBC Music Magazine Book of the
Year Over eight decades, Ravi Shankar was India's greatest cultural ambassador who took
Indian classical music to the world's leading concert halls and festivals, charting the map
for those who followed. Renowned for his association with The Beatles - teaching George
Harrison sitar - Shankar turning the Sixties generation on to Indian music, astonishing the
crowds at Woodstock, Monterey Pop and the Concert for Bangladesh with his virtuosity. He
radically reshaped jazz and Western classical music as well as writing film scores,
including Pather Panchali and Gandhi, and transformed awareness of Indian culture in the
process. Indian Sun is the first biography of Ravi Shankar. Benefitting from unprecedented
access to family archives, Oliver Craske paints a vivid picture of a captivating, restless
workaholic, who lived a passionate and extraordinary life - from his childhood in his
brother's dance troupe, through intensive study of the sitar, to his revival of the national
music scene; and from the 1950s, a pioneering international career that ultimately made
his name synonymous with India.
The BaZi 60 Pillars Life Analysis Method - BING Yang Fire Nov 23 2021 Learn to
attune your mind's eye to read a BaZi Chart through the Pictorial Method of BaZi analysis.
There are sixty possible combinations of the Five Elements and their different polarities
which made up the 60 Pillars. Joey Yap's 60 Pillars Life Analysis Method is a refined and
enhanced technique that are based on the fundamentals set by the true masters of olden
times, and modified to fit to the sophistication of current times. Each Pillar is explained
through a guide on its personality, character, abilities, work approach and its affinity to
others in terms of love, acquaintance and family. This book will help you visualize BaZi in a
whole new light and elevate your proficiency in BaZi Chart analysis. What You'll Learn: •An
introduction to the BaZi 60 Pillars •The Pictorial Analysis Method, an effective technique in
interpreting and analyzing BaZi Charts •The traits of each Yi Wood Pillar in terms of
general characteristics and behavior in work and relationships •The technical analysis of
BaZi Chart based on the Day Pillar •The compatibility analysis between each Yi Wood Pillar
with other Pillars of the 60 Jia Zi cycle
Static Timing Analysis for Nanometer Designs Jan 14 2021 iming, timing, timing! That
is the main concern of a digital designer charged with designing a semiconductor chip.
What is it, how is it T described, and how does one verify it? The design team of a large
digital design may spend months architecting and iterating the design to achieve the
required timing target. Besides functional verification, the t- ing closure is the major
milestone which dictates when a chip can be - leased to the semiconductor foundry for
fabrication. This book addresses the timing verification using static timing analysis for
nanometer designs. The book has originated from many years of our working in the area of

timing verification for complex nanometer designs. We have come across many design
engineers trying to learn the background and various aspects of static timing analysis.
Unfortunately, there is no book currently ava- able that can be used by a working engineer
to get acquainted with the - tails of static timing analysis. The chip designers lack a central
reference for information on timing, that covers the basics to the advanced timing verication procedures and techniques.
Dalit Literatures in India Oct 11 2020 This book breaks new ground in the study of Dalit
Literature, including in its corpus, a range of genres such as novels, autobiographies,
pamphlets, poetry, short stories as well as graphic novels. With contributions from major
scholars in the field, it critically examines Dalit literary theory and initiates a dialogue
between Dalit writing and Western literary theory.
Bapi-- the Love of My Life-- Aug 01 2022 An illustrated biography of the sitar maestro by
his daughter Anoushka, with intimate and seldom-seen photographs from family albums,
personal letters, and anecdotal captions in a story told straight the heart. Uninhibited
forceful and forthright.
Security Analysis and Portfolio Management Jun 06 2020 The text aims to build
understanding of the investment environment, to recognise investment opportunities, and
to identify and manage an investment portfolio. This book captures the developments in
capital market and investment in securities and also provides a simple way to understand
the complex world of investment. Wherever possible, reference to Indian companies,
regulatory guidelines and professional practice has been included. * This book covers the
requirement for discussion to help practitioners like portfolio managers, investment
advisors, equity researchers, financial advisors, professional investors, first time investors
(interested in managing investments in a rational manner), lay investors to reason out
investment issues for themselves and thus be better prepared when making real-world
investment decisions. The book is structured in such a way that it can be used in both
semester as well as trimester patterns of various MBA, PGDM, PGP, PG Courses of all
major universities. * Concepts are explained with a large number of illustrations and
diagrams for clear understanding of the subject matter. * Investing Tip profiles sound
investing tips and considerations. They often present alternative investment options. *
Industry Experience highlights real world investing situations, experiences and decisions. *
Provides a detailed coverage of security analysis by integrating theory with professional
practices. * The strong point of the book is guidelines for investment decision and
Investment story, which have been included for class discussion, EDP's, FDP's and
investment Consultation.
I Could Not be Hindu Jun 30 2022
A Taxonomy for Texture Description and Identification Sep 02 2022 A central issue in
computer vision is the problem of signal to symbol transformation. In the case of texture,
which is an important visual cue, this problem has hitherto received very little attention.
This book presents a solution to the signal to symbol transformation problem for texture.
The symbolic de- scription scheme consists of a novel taxonomy for textures, and is based
on appropriate mathematical models for different kinds of texture. The taxonomy classifies
textures into the broad classes of disordered, strongly ordered, weakly ordered and
compositional. Disordered textures are described by statistical mea- sures, strongly
ordered textures by the placement of primitives, and weakly ordered textures by an
orientation field. Compositional textures are created from these three classes of texture by

using certain rules of composition. The unifying theme of this book is to provide
standardized symbolic descriptions that serve as a descriptive vocabulary for textures. The
algorithms developed in the book have been applied to a wide variety of textured images
arising in semiconductor wafer inspection, flow visualization and lumber processing. The
taxonomy for texture can serve as a scheme for the identification and description of surface
flaws and defects occurring in a wide range of practical applications.
Advances in Intelligent Manufacturing Jun 18 2021 This book consists of select
proceedings of the International Conference on Functional Material, Manufacturing and
Performances (ICFMMP) 2019, and presents latest research on using the combined
intelligence of people, processes, and machines to impact the overall economics of
manufacturing. The book focuses on optimizing manufacturing resources, improving
business value and safety, and reducing waste – both on the floor and in back-office
operations. It highlights the applications of the latest manufacturing execution system
(MES), intelligent devices, machine-to-machine communication, and data analysis for the
production lines and facilities. This book will be useful to manufacturers of finished goods
and of sub-assemblies in the automotive, agriculture, and construction equipment sector. It
will also provide solutions to make production strategies exceptional and can be a useful
reference for beginners, researchers, and professionals interested in intelligent
manufacturing technologies.
A Study On Value Chain Analysis Of Retailing A Tool For Sustainable Development May 30
2022
Ross & Wilson Anatomy and Physiology in Health and Illness E-Book Dec 13 2020
The new edition of the hugely successful Ross and Wilson Anatomy & Physiology in Health
and Illness continues to bring its readers the core essentials of human biology presented in
a clear and straightforward manner. Fully updated throughout, the book now comes with
enhanced learning features including helpful revision questions and an all new art
programme to help make learning even easier. The 13th edition retains its popular website,
which contains a wide range of ‘critical thinking’ exercises as well as new animations, an
audio-glossary, the unique Body Spectrum© online colouring and self-test program, and
helpful weblinks. Ross and Wilson Anatomy & Physiology in Health and Illness will be of
particular help to readers new to the subject area, those returning to study after a period
of absence, and for anyone whose first language isn’t English. Latest edition of the world’s
most popular textbook on basic human anatomy and physiology with over 1.5 million copies
sold worldwide Clear, no nonsense writing style helps make learning easy Accompanying
website contains animations, audio-glossary, case studies and other self-assessment
material, the unique Body Spectrum© online colouring and self-test software, and helpful
weblinks Includes basic pathology and pathophysiology of important diseases and disorders
Contains helpful learning features such as Learning Outcomes boxes, colour coding and
design icons together with a stunning illustration and photography collection Contains
clear explanations of common prefixes, suffixes and roots, with helpful examples from the
text, plus a glossary and an appendix of normal biological values. Particularly valuable for
students who are completely new to the subject, or returning to study after a period of
absence, and for anyone whose first language is not English All new illustration
programme brings the book right up-to-date for today’s student Helpful ‘Spot Check’
questions at the end of each topic to monitor progress Fully updated throughout with the
latest information on common and/or life threatening diseases and disorders Review and

Revise end-of-chapter exercises assist with reader understanding and recall Over 150
animations – many of them newly created – help clarify underlying scientific and
physiological principles and make learning fun
Acoustical Analysis of the Tanpura Mar 16 2021 This book addresses the acoustic
signal analysis and spectral dynamics of the tanpura, an Indian plucked string instrument.
In addition, it strives to provide a logical and objective explanation of Indian classical
musicians’ cognitive experience. Issues of relevance in this regard include the rich,
mellifluous sound; the undulation of the loudness; the somewhat cyclical variation of the
timbre, which is strongly related to these undulations; and the occasional perception of
virtual notes to which no strings are tuned. The book analyses the materials used in the
tanpura, the instrument’s simple structure, the intricacies of the lower bridge, and the
theory of string vibration with variable string length. Cognitive experiments to provide the
basis for perceptual quality assessment, as well as a methodology for ranking, are
described. This is followed by acoustic analyses, both temporal and spectral, for sounds
produced by male and female tanpuras, for each individual string and the combined one.
An important aspect related to the naturalness of perceived sound, namely the intrinsically
associated random perturbations, is also discussed. The apparent irregularities perceived
in the acoustic signal produced by the tanpura reveal the importance of examining the
signal from the perspective of non-linear analysis, an aspect that is also covered in the
book. Given its scope, the book will appeal to students and researchers in the fields of
music acoustics, artificial intelligence, and cognitive science, as well as musicians and
musicologists around the world.
Mathematical Analysis and Computing Jul 08 2020 This book is a collection of selected
papers presented at the International Conference on Mathematical Analysis and
Computing (ICMAC 2019) held at Sri Sivasubramaniya Nadar College of Engineering,
Chennai, India, from 23–24 December 2019. Having found its applications in game theory,
economics, and operations research, mathematical analysis plays an important role in
analyzing models of physical systems and provides a sound logical base for problems stated
in a qualitative manner. This book aims at disseminating recent advances in areas of
mathematical analysis, soft computing, approximation and optimization through original
research articles and expository survey papers. This book will be of value to research
scholars, professors, and industrialists working in these areas.
The Sixth String of Vilayat Khan Sep 09 2020
Innovative Design, Analysis and Development Practices in Aerospace and
Automotive Engineering (I-DAD 2018) May 06 2020 This book gathers the best articles
presented by researchers and industrial experts at the International Conference on
“Innovative Design and Development Practices in Aerospace and Automotive Engineering
(I-DAD 2018)”. The papers discuss new design concepts, analysis and manufacturing
technologies, with an emphasis on achieving improved performance by downsizing;
improving the weight-to-strength ratio, fuel efficiency, and operational capability at room
and elevated temperatures; reducing wear and tear; and addressing NVH aspects, while
balancing the challenges of Euro IV/Barat Stage IV emission norms and beyond,
greenhouse effects, and recyclable materials. The innovative methods discussed here offer
valuable reference material for educational and research organizations, as well as industry,
encouraging them to pursue challenging projects of mutual interest.
Mathematical And System Dynamic Analysis Of Inbound And Internal Supply Chain Of An

Iron Foundry Dec 01 2019
New Religious Movements in Modern Asian History Apr 16 2021 This book provides
evidence that the emergence of Asian new religious movements (NRMs) was predominantly
the result of anti-colonial ideology from local religious groups or individuals. The
contributors argue that when traditional religions were powerless to maintain their
cultural heritage, the leadership of NRMs adduced alternative principles, and the new
teachings of each NRM attracted the local people enough for them to change their beliefs.
The contributors argue that, as a whole, the Asian new religious movements overall were
very ardent and progressive in transmitting their new ideologies. The varied viewpoints in
this volume attest to the consistent development of Asian NRMs from domestic and
international dimensions by replacing old, traditional religions.
Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacotherapeutics Mar 28 2022 This edition emphasizes
several new themes which includes General Topics, Drugs used in Different Life Stages,
Case Studies of Different Disorders, Problems related to Clinical Pharmacotherapeutics.
Different Case Studies pertaining to wide variety of diseases are discussed; explicit
answers and discussions are provided in the text of Part IV.
Computer-aided Mechanical Design and Analysis Sep 29 2019 Featuring a wide
variety of the latest time-saving computer-aided methods, this practical guide covers the
design and analysis of most machine elements that are statically indeterminate. Packed
with scores of illustrations and examples as well as numerous case studies specific to the
manufacturing industry, it provides methods that apply to such mechanical components as
cranes, hydraulic presses, pressure vessels, heavy duty molding boxes, gear boxes, steam
turbine rotors, boiler frames, compressor disks, gear wheels and impellers, and circuit
breakers. Included is important discussion of cyclic symmetry, a subject rarely covered by
books on the finite element method.
Deep Learning-Based Approaches for Sentiment Analysis Jan 26 2022 This book covers
deep-learning-based approaches for sentiment analysis, a relatively new, but fast-growing
research area, which has significantly changed in the past few years. The book presents a
collection of state-of-the-art approaches, focusing on the best-performing, cutting-edge
solutions for the most common and difficult challenges faced in sentiment analysis
research. Providing detailed explanations of the methodologies, the book is a valuable
resource for researchers as well as newcomers to the field.
Recent Advances in Power Systems Nov 11 2020 This book presents select proceedings of
Electric Power and Renewable Energy Conference 2020 (EPREC 2020). This book provides
rigorous discussions, case studies, and recent developments in the emerging areas of the
power system, especially, renewable energy conversion systems, distributed generations,
microgrid, smart grid, HVDC & FACTS, power system protection, etc. The readers would
be benefited in terms of enhancing their knowledge and skills in the domain areas. The
book will be a valuable reference for beginners, researchers, and professionals interested
in developments in the power system.
Deepening Groove Jul 20 2021 "The poems in Deepening Groove proceed in elegant
triplets that drift effortlessly down the page on waves of sound, serenely self-confident. The
subjects are animals, trees, flowers, fish, the weather, and the human condition, all mixed
up in a heady stew that simmers quietly one minute, and shimmers brightly the next. This
is a book of savvy, delicious surprises." -Wyn Cooper "In Deepening Groove, Ravi Shankar's
poems are small wonders of defining, seeing, and sound. He is a poet fascinated with

transformations and here are shiftings of dust and sand, loon calls, flutterings of insects,
changing tides and splendid cascades- always information-driven, often rapturous with
Hopkins-like intensities, imperatives, and trochaic stresses. What I'm most taken by is how
the poems both see and feel simultaneously: In "Dark," "Darkness in New England has a
flavor close / to anise, a texture plush as peat moss." In "Bats," the bats' flight is "carrying
away pieces of us, / a maelstrom too faint to see, turning to ellipsis...." In virtually all these
poems, to quote words from "Willard Pond," there is "a sense // that the distance between
the alternate / universes humans" [and other creatures on Earth] "inhabit is smaller / than
ever imagined and more astonishing." And although the poems give special pleasures on
first encounters, they contain-as in "The Oyster"-"secrets that require / a knife to pry open
and vinegar to serve." Deepening Groove shows Ravi Shankar is truly, now, one of
America's finest younger poets." -Dick Allen Ravi Shankar is Executive Director of Drunken
Boat and Co-Director of the Creative Writing Program at Central Connecticut State
University. His first full length book was Instrumentality (Word Press, 2004). Along with
Tina Chang and Nathalie Handal, he edited Language for a New Century: Contemporary
Poetry from Asia, the Middle East & Beyond (W.W. Norton & Co.). He has appeared in the
New York Times and the Chronicle of Higher Education, and on the BBC and NPR. He
teaches in Fairfield University's MFA Program and in the first international MFA Program
at City University of Hong Kong.
Psycho-Social Analysis of the Indian Mindset Mar 04 2020 This volume situates Indians in
the contemporary world and profiles the major facets of their thought and behaviour; then
goes back to trace their roots to ancient thought to see how the past predisposes and the
present guides Indians in their everyday life. The volume begins with a conceptual
framework showing how the Indian worldview has encompassed and enveloped a variety of
ideas and influences from divergent sources. As a result, Indians are both collectivists and
individualists, hierarchically oriented while respecting merit and quality, religious as well
as secular and sexually indulgent, spiritual as well as materialists, excessively dependent
but remarkably entrepreneurial, non-violent in principle but violent in practice and
comfortable in shifting between analytical, synthetic as well as intuitive approaches to
reality. Such a coexistence of opposites often causes inaction, hesitation and perfunctory
action, but also equips Indians to be innovative by continuously aligning their thought and
behaviour to the demands of a milieu. The milieu has an inner layer consisting of desh
(place), kaal (time) and paatra (person), which are embedded in the larger societal contexts
of castes and classes, poverty, corruption, fragmenting politics, conflicts and violence and
unfolding global opportunities and challenges. Cultural heritage permeates in all these.
Indians function in this tiered, multifactorial, dynamic space. This volume draws evidence
from ancient texts and the latest national and international research, many of which were
conducted by the author and his associates. It does not, however, hesitate to indulge in
anecdotal evidence, cases and speculative ideas in order to complete the picture. The
author takes an in-depth view of the Indian mindset without getting the reader lost in
either the intricacies of ancient philosophical abyss or the trivialities of present-day nonevents.
Consumer Behaviour Analysis Aug 09 2020
IoT-Based Data Analytics for the Healthcare Industry Apr 28 2022 IoT Based Data
Analytics for the Healthcare Industry: Techniques and Applications explores recent
advances in the analysis of healthcare industry data through IoT data analytics. The book

covers the analysis of ubiquitous data generated by the healthcare industry, from a wide
range of sources, including patients, doctors, hospitals, and health insurance companies.
The book provides AI solutions and support for healthcare industry end-users who need to
analyze and manipulate this vast amount of data. These solutions feature deep learning and
a wide range of intelligent methods, including simulated annealing, tabu search, genetic
algorithm, ant colony optimization, and particle swarm optimization. The book also
explores challenges, opportunities, and future research directions, and discusses the data
collection and pre-processing stages, challenges and issues in data collection, data
handling, and data collection set-up. Healthcare industry data or streaming data generated
by ubiquitous sensors cocooned into the IoT requires advanced analytics to transform data
into information. With advances in computing power, communications, and techniques for
data acquisition, the need for advanced data analytics is in high demand. Provides state-ofart methods and current trends in data analytics for the healthcare industry Addresses the
top concerns in the healthcare industry using IoT and data analytics, and machine learning
and deep learning techniques Discusses several potential AI techniques developed using
IoT for the healthcare industry Explores challenges, opportunities, and future research
directions, and discusses the data collection and pre-processing stages
Ragas in Indian Classical Music Feb 24 2022 This is an advisable work of art and a real
countributor to the movement towards greater understanding of Indian Classical Music. A
Bible on Indian Music, a treasure of knowledge and ideas on the subject. Distils the
essence of Indian Classical Music. This book deals with the communication of identical
phrases and single notes projecting various shades within a particular raga or in different
ragas. An admirable work of art and a real contribution to the know classical music
movement.
The Tiger By The River May 18 2021 Swati Varma is one of modern Delhi's more bleesed
inhabitants. Then on brilliant morning when the world seemed cleansed by the coming of
the rains, the unthinkable happens: his pregnant wife is killed in a road accident.
Devastated, Swati makes a pilgrimage back to the land of his forebears, Panayur, in the
state of Kerala, to scatter his beloved's ashes in the sacred waters of the Papanasini river.
Returning to this long-forgotten world, he is reunited with a childhood companion who now
cares for the crumbling, ghost-filled palace that was his home. For Panayur - seemingly still
free from the religious turmoil that threatens so much of the country - was once a kingdom,
and Swati is the direct descendant of the its last king. As two friends talk, share memories
and exchagne secrets, thousands of miles away, Vel - a cousin Swati never kew he had sets out on a quest for the truth about his family that will take him from America, to Berlin
and, ultimately, to Panayur. And so begins an extraordinary and healing journey. One that
will lead both Swati and Vel back through the cruel, vibrant, myth-filled history of the kings
of Panayur to the legend that lies at its heart - the legend of the tiger by the river...
An Intimate Note to the Sincere Seeker Aug 28 2019
Remote Sensing of Soils Sep 21 2021 This book is about applications of remote sensing
techniques in the studies on soils. In pursuance of the objective, the book initially provides
an introduction to various elements and concepts of remote sensing, and associated
technologies , namely Geographic Information System (GIS), Global Positioning System
(GPS) in chapter-1. An overview of the sensors used to collect remote sensing data and
important Earth observation missions is provided in chapter-2. The processing of satellite
digital data (geometric and radiometric corrections, feature reduction, digital data fusion,

image enhancements and analysis) is dealt with in Chapter-3. In the chapter to follow the
interpretation of remote sensing data , very important and crucial step in d eriving
information on natural resources including soils resources, is discussed. An introduction to
soils as a natural body with respect to their formation, physical and chemical properties
used during inventory of soils, and soil classification is given in Chapter-5.The spectral
response patterns of soils including hyperspectral characteristics -fundamental to deriving
information on soils from spectral measurements, and the techniques of soil resources
mapping are discussed in chapter-6 and -7,respectively. Furthermore, the creation of
digital soil resources database and the development of soil information systems, a very
important aspect of storage and dissemination of digital soil data to the end users are
discussed in ch.apter-8. Lastly, the applications of remote sensing techniques in soil
moisture estimation and soil fertility evaluation are covered in chapter-9 and -10,
respectively.
PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION BILL 2019 AND ANALYSIS OF PUTTASWAMY Feb 01
2020 The Personal Data Protection Bill 2019 (PDP Bill 2019) was tabled in the Indian
Parliament by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology on 11 December
2019. The Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019 was introduced in Lok Sabha by the Minister
of Electronics and Information Technology, Mr. Ravi Shankar Prasad, on December 11,
2019. The right to privacy has been recently recognized as a fundamental right emerging
primarily from Article 21 of the Constitution, in Justice K.S. Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. Union of
India. The Book explains the applicability of relevant para of Puttasawamy Judgment in
Personal data Protection Bill 2019 .
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